Fuel your Career – Find your Job

on the FISITA 2014 World Automotive Congress

A MUST ATTEND event for students, graduates, and professionals in engineering
Welcome

It has never been more important for engineers to have a truly global perspective: Industry today requires both down-to-earth experts with on-site intelligence, and employees qualified and ready for overseas assignments. Challenge and opportunity at the same time for engineering students and graduates as well as for professional engineers!

The first Career Day at FISITA World Automotive Congress, organized by careers in automotive worldwide in collaboration with FISITA, KIVI and Your Future In Automotive, provides a perfect platform to meet some of the world’s TOP Automotive companies.

The Career Day program is designed for you to meet and network with automotive engineers from around the globe, to benefit from career services like CV-Checks and free CV pictures, and to enjoy first-class technical presentations like the “Tour of the Islands of Excellence”.

Come to Maastricht on the 5th of June and attend the Career Day at FISITA World Automotive Congress 2014.

Register today for your free ticket @ www.fisita2014.com/career-day

Looking forward to meeting you soon!

Join the Future of Automotive!

One of the Netherlands’ most valued experts welcomes you on board FISITA Career Day
10:00 Auditorium 1

Prof. Maarten Steinbuch, Eindhoven University of Technology and Board Member of AutomotiveNL

... will hold a get-together speech as a starter into your Career Day.

Energize yourself with the knowledge and insights of this brilliant Control Systems Technology mind. Everybody is invited to attend Prof. Steinbuch’s presentation!
Hopping Islands of Excellence
Visit the Best Places to Study and Research in just one Day

FISITA invites selected universities and research institutions from all over the world to exhibit their automotive education projects at the World Automotive Congress. Career Day participants are welcome to tour these “Islands of Excellence”, including presentations:

- HAN University of Applied Sciences: „Go-4 Dakar, From Challenge to World Class Performance“
- KU Leuven: „Indupol one: performance through reliability“
- TU Eindhoven: „Automotive Student Teams of TU/e Automated & cooperative driving demonstrations“
- Czech Technical University in Prague: „Autonomous driving algorithm in scaled environment“

Women in Automotive Engineering
On the Fast Lane or stuck on the Holding Track?

Why are there still so few female automotive engineers? What is driving women away from this field? And why is it rewarding to choose this career path anyway? Meet successful female engineers in an inspiring discussion. Special Guest: Rita Forst, one of Germany’s TOP 25 female engineers and head of the Adam Opel engineering division with a staff of 6,000 automotive engineers until December 2012.
Vitamins for your Career

Service providers roll out the red carpet for you

**CV-Clinic**

You are applying for a new job and not sure if your CV is up-to-date. Bring it along, and the experts from access Kelly OCG will finetune it for you. Register for an appointment online at www.access.de/messe or meet us at the access Stand in the Career Zone.

**Job Board Qreer.com**

Meet the experts of Qreer.com: the European wide technical job board in engineering & technology. Create your perfect online profile and check out the top automotive jobs Qreer.com publishes @ Career Day Jobwall.

**CV-Pictures – a gift for you**

Though not obligatory any more, most recruiters still like to see pictures on a CV. As they are a vital part of your job application, you should go for quality! careers in automotive worldwide offers you a free CV-Picture. Appointments on a first come first served basis – just check in at the on-site photo studio.
Driving Research & Development

What great minds do to revolutionize mobility

Technical Exhibition

Career Day Participants can marvel at some of the most recent hardware and solutions driving future vehicles and mobility in the technical exhibition. Companies like DAF, Toyota, China FAW and Robert Bosch showcase their latest innovations.

Networks for Women in Engineering

Meet Sylvia Kegel, member of the board of deutscher ingenieurinnenbund e.V. The association is the most important network for female engineers in Germany. Find out what dib can offer you and all about women engineers networks and associations worldwide.

Formula Student Electric Sustainability in Motorsports

Members of several Formula Student Electric Teams present their latest developments in powertrain and control systems in a separate session. It is open to members of Formula Student Teams, everybody interested in Formula Student and an ideal platform to exchange views and ideas across borders.
Educators Technical Session

This Session brings industry and educators together to share groundbreaking ideas as well as best practice. Chairs: Prof. John Fieldhouse, Prof. Peter White, Coventry University / UK
Frank Will, Deakin University / Australia, presents VALUE BASED LEARNING as a new framework to create economic value
Prof. Dr. Paul De Meulenaere, University of Antwerp / Belgium, explores the education of model-driven engineering for the development of AUTOMOTIVE EMBEDDED SOFTWARE
Dr. Tímea Fülep, Széchenyi University / Hungary, talks about the COOPERATION BETWEEN HIGHER EDUCATION, RESEARCH AND VEHICLE INDUSTRY in Hungary
Ir. Nick den Uijl, HAN Automotive / Netherlands, offers LIGHTWEIGHT SUSPENSION as an integrated approach in applied sciences
Prof. Dr. Jernej Klemenc, University of Ljubljana / Slovenia, declares CONSISTENT CO-OPERATION BETWEEN THE INDUSTRY AND ACADEMIA to be key to the education of well-trained engineers

For details & exact timing of the Programme visit www.fisita2014.com/career-day

Registration and Travel:

Please register to attend the Career Day, 5 June 2014. Attendance is free of charge. Follow the registration link at www.fisita2014.com/career-day
We look forward to welcoming you!
Thursday, 5 June 2014 | 9:00 - 16:00

How to find us:

Career Day @ FISITA World Automotive Congress 2014
MECC Maastricht
Forum 100
6229 GV MAASTRICHT
Netherlands
For detailed information on how to get to the venue please visit: www.fisita2014.com/registration/getting-there
Career Day Hotline: Tel +49 (0)6103.9956-890

Event Partners:

careers in automotive worldwide
Büchenhöfe 9, 63329 Egelsbach, Germany
caw@marketingmoves.de